SUMMER 2022

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT
IRELAND’S SILICON VALLEY (DEI)
Dublin, Ireland
Professors Mary McKay & Michael McKay

COMMUNICATION
JOURNALISM IN CENTRAL EUROPE (DEI)
Vienna, Austria
Professor Thomas Schmidt

EDUCATION
CULTURE, LANGUAGE, & CHILD DEVELOPMENT IN ECUADOR (DEI)
Quito, Ecuador
Professor Alison Wishard Guerra

ERC & MAKING OF THE MODERN WORLD
20TH CENTURY WORLD HISTORY IN BERLIN
Berlin, Germany
Professor Patrick Patterson
CHANGE IN MODERN SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town, South Africa
Professor Ivan Evans

GEOLOGY & ECOLOGY
EARTH SCIENCE ADVENTURES IN THE ALPS
Bern, Switzerland
Professor Geoffrey Cook
SEA TURTLES AND TROPICAL FIELD ECOLOGY IN COSTA RICA
Guanacaste, Costa Rica
Professor Jonathan Shurin

HEALTH & PSYCHOLOGY
DRUGS, BEHAVIOR, & THE HISTORY OF NEUROSCIENCE IN GREECE
Athens, Greece
Professor Stephan Anagnostaras

SOCIOLOGY
PEOPLE, POLITICS, AND POWER IN PUERTO RICO
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Professor Vanesa Ribas

LINGUISTICS
SIGN LANGUAGE STUDIES IN PARIS (DEI)
Paris, France
Professor Peggy Lott

LITERATURE
SPANISH MEMORIES, AFRICAN HOPES, THROUGH LITERATURE & FILM
Granada, Spain
Professor Robert Cancel

MUSIC & THEATRE
JAZZ IN PARIS (DEI)
Paris, France
Professor David Borgo
THEATRICAL DESIGN IN ANCIENT & MODERN GREECE
Athens, Greece
Professor Mark Guirguis

REVELLE COLLEGE HUMANITIES
REVELLE IN EDINBURGH
Edinburgh, Scotland
Professor Antony Lyon
REVELLE IN LONDON (DEI)
London, England
Professor Michael Caldwell
REVELLE IN ROME
Rome, Italy
Professor William Tronzo

SIXTH COLLEGE CAT
SCREENING NEW ZEALAND: CINEMA, GLOBALIZATION, & CAT
Wellington, New Zealand
Professor Phoebe Bronstein

URBAN STUDIES AND PLANNING
SUSTAINABLE PLANNING, DEVELOPMENT, & DESIGN
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Professors Mirle Rabinowitz-Bussell and Sue Peerson

EARLY BIRD DEADLINE: February 1, 2022
REGULAR APPLICATION DEADLINE: March 1, 2022

Additional Programs Pending!
Check our website for updates in fall quarter.

Programs subject to change pending approval by Dean of Undergraduate Education and Academic Senate.